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PREFACE 
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and charts for the preliminary analysis of continuous frames with bent 
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criticism in the preparation of this thesis and for acting as the writer's 
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the writer's graduate study. 
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. ·· .. · NOMENCLATURE 
Morhe'nt at 1 on member ij 
1i9r~pntal thrust at i · on memb~r ij 
, .. . . . . . ···-.· : .. .. . . . 
Shear at i on rrie:rl)ber i'j 
Column parameter 
Gable height parameter 
y'i + 4J3 ~ 
Angular rotation at i 
Ho.rizontal displacement at i 
Relative horizontal displacement A. - A. ,x JX 
Intensity of load 
Moment coefficien,t for Mij 
.:SIGN CONVENTION 
I. 









The analysis of continuous rigid frames with bent members by 
means of energy or deformation methods is a laborious and cumbersome 
procedure. The main difficulty lies in the preparation and solution of a 
system of simultaneous equations, which only in special cases can be 
' 
readily solved by numerical iteration. Analysis by the numerical method 
of IllOm:en't dis,tribu.tion and shear e .quiHb:rium, w.hilf;l a somewhat s1mpli-








Typical Continuous Frames with Bent Members 
1 
Tables and nomographic charts for the preliminary analysis of 
symmetrical two, three, and four span rigid gabled frames :(Fig. la, 
b, c) with constant cross-section and loaded with a uniform load are 
2 
developed in this thesis. The parameters a. . and '3 are introduced, and 
the frames are analyzed for all combinations of these parameters that 
are expected to confr·ont the practicing engineer. 
The deformation equations used i~ the development of these tables 
and charts were formulated from studies made by, Vasquez 3, Hedges 1, 
and Tuma, Havner, and Hedges 2 
Examples to illustrate the use of the tables and charts are shown 
in Part IV of this thesis. 
The sign convention of the slope-deflection method has been 
adopted, and the nomenclature used is selected so as to conform to 
generally accepted standards as closely as possible. 
".PNRTil 
:E,QUATIPNS OF D~F.ORMA TION ·. 
,:; . . .. . 
1. ·· Slope-~eflection. ~.~uations 
The slope-defl~·ction equations for.a symmetrical gabled frame 
with constant cross-section loaded with a uniform load in the vertic~ 
. . : ~-
plane are (Fig. 2): 
L l 
L © s.::Z"'I 1 
v .. 
M.. . lJ . 
:1tDHU 
L 1 1 J 
R. y 
Fig. 2 




M .. 7 EI e. 1 EI 0 _ 3EI Aijx 
wL 2 
= 7 - 7 + sn + ~ Jl s J s 1 
Mjk 
7 EI 0 . 1 EI 0 3EI Ajkx 
wL2 
= 7 - 7 s k - sn .;. -:rs s J ( la) 
M. 3EI 0 3EI A. = (1 j + 7 JO ·'JX 
Thrust and shear equations: 
H .. Jl 
3EI 3EI 6EI wL 2 
= ~s 8. - -=,:--s 0. - __. A. . + ~
::.11 :1 ::.11 J sh"' lJX ~ll 
3EI 3EI n.· 6EI wL 2 
= sn 8 · - sn 17 k - -:-Z 4 jJcx + ~ J s~ {2a) 
V = V . = 3EI a 3EI " j O OJ 7 17 j + 7 ~jx 
These equations in terms of a. • '3 , and y (y = Yi + 4'32 ) are: 
Moment equations: 
M . . 7EI 0 lEI 0 . 6EI A wL
2 
= 
- Ly + + ---;rn-Jl ~ j 1 L 2'3Y ijx 
7EI _ 1.E'i 0 6EI 
. 2 
Mjk (). Ajkx 
wL 
= Ly -
L 2 '3Y 
-
-w J Ly k (lb) 
M. JO 
3EI 3EI 
= -L 0. +~A. 
a. J L"a. : JX 
Thrust and shear equations: 
Hjk 
6EI 0 6E'.I 0 l.2EI A wL (2b) 
·-
L 2 '3Y j L 2'3Y k L 3'32Y jkx + ~ 
v. = V oj = 
3EI 0 + 3EI A JO ~ j ~ jx a. 
s 
2. Joint Equations 
Three equations of static equilibrium can be written for each 
joint of a continuous frame. The equilibrium of moments: 
~ = 0 
The equilibrium of horizontal forces: 
2::F = 0 
X 
The equilibrium of vertical forces 





With the assumption that there is no vertical displacement, Equation (Sa) 
can be eliminated in the solution. 
Applying conditions {3a) and (4a) to a typical joint {Fig. 2), the 
equations of equilibrium are: 
2::M. 
J = 0 M .. + M. + MJ.k Jl JO = 0 
(3b) 
2::F. JX = 0 - H .. - V. + Jl JO = 0 {4b) 
3. Matrix Tables 
Symmetrical two, three, and four span frames are considered. 
Substituting Equations ( lb) and (2b) into ~quations {3b) and {4b), the 
Matrix Tables 1, 2, and 3 are formulated in terms of the deformation 
equivalents. 
In the formation of these matrices, the reoccurrence of certain 
constants was noted. This phenomena is due to the nature of the slope-
defle<;tion equations. 
4. Solution 
The matrix constants were evaluated by the use of a desk 
calculator, punched into standard eight-ten word machine data cards, 
TABLE 1 TABLE 2 
TWO SPAN FRAME BENT: GIRDERS THREE SPAN FRAME BENT GIRDERS 
l I I 1 I I I I c:::r w l I I 1 I L I l l I 4 I J =:Iw 
~ ~-JlL ¥0 I /1' ~L 
1 2 3 1 2 3 4 
I I I a.L .I I I I a.L 
0 I O O - " 0 I O O O -" 
IL LI ' L IL L' L J L l 
I 2 1 2 r 2 2 -
Al = - A3 A2 = 0 Al = - A4 A2 = - A3 
0 i = - 0 3 0 2 = 0 0 1 : : - 0 4 0 2 = - 0 3 
MA TRIX CONSTANTS MA TRIX CONSTANTS 
. 3EI 3EI 3EI 
3EI o' _-=-z-' Al wL 2 3EI O 3EI O -=-z- Al -:-r A2 wL 2 
Ly" 1 L 'I , L'I 1 L'I 2 L 'I L 'I 
'I 7 1 'I 2 2 1 
D.,il = 0 a. + j - j -z - - - 48" 
'I 7 'I 2 1 a. ~ B 
a-11 = 0 a: + j -z - - 4B" 
• a. ~ 1 y 2 'I 6 
a-12 = 0 - j a. + 5 13 --z - 13 0 
a. . 
EF = 0 'I - ~ ~ 'I + 4 - 4 1 
'I 2 'I 4 1 lx -~ ~ ~ ~ -;i ~ Bi3 
EF lx = 0 -z - ~ , 5 + --::-2 813 
a. a. ~ "'F -O 2 'I 6 4 'I 12 O 
.., 2x- - -Z - - - -Z 5 + -Z ~ a. ~ B a. B a-' 
TABLE 3 
~ 
FOUR SPAN FRAME BENT GIRDERS 
~. J 1 I l I · I I I I I I I I 1 l r::::Iw 
-yL ~ 
-·z=:-r~r I I ~ l3L 
. 1 2 3 ~ "§ ·---
I I . . I I I a.L 
0 0 0 0 0 
I ~ J ~ I L I L j L , --
, A 1 = - As Az = - A4 A 3 = 0 
eh = - e 5 e 2 = - e 4 e 3 = o 
MA TRIX CONSTANTS 
.. 3EI 3EI 
3EI O 3EI e -=-z- Al -=-z- Az wL 2 
Ly 1 L-y 2 L -y L '( 
-y 7 1 -y 2 2 1 
Thi 1 = 0 a. + "J - "J ~ - 13 13 48 
_ 1 -y + 14 - 3_ '( _ 4 O 
:llviz=O "J a. T 13 . ~ 13 
-y 2 2 -y 4 4 1 
~F lx = O -Z - j3 i3 , + -:-2" - -z IB 
a. a. 13 13 
2 -y 4 4 -y 8 
~Fzx = 0 - -z - - -~ , + -z 0 
13 a. l3 13 a. 13 
-.J 
8 
and read into the IBM 650 digital compute/.r with a program for solving 
systems of simultaneous linear equations. This program is on file in 
the Oklahoma State University Computing Center Library and the IBM 
program library under the title 11 Equ Solv". This program is a regen-
erat~lve program utilizing Cholesky's scheme in the evaluation of the 
unknowns. 
The deformation equivalents obtained from the IBM 650 output 
were used to evaluate the moment coefficients by substitution .into the 
slope .. defl.ection Equations ( lb) and (2b). 
PART III 
TABLES AND CHARTS 
1. General Notes 
The end moment coefficient tables and charts presented in 
this part are divided into the following groups: 
Group A-2. Two Span Frame 
Group A-3. Three Span Frame 
Group A-4. Four Span Frame 
Each table's symbol is composed of two terms: first the capital 
letter A indicating gabled; second, an Arabic number indicating the 
number of spans. The charts have one additional Arabic number which 
identifies the sequence of end moments from left to right. 
Each table or chart is composed of the following major parts: 
1. Illustration of Frame: Figure containing symbols for all 
structural elements such as symbols for joints, lengths, moments of 
inertia, and intensity of load. 
M . . 
. lJ 
2. Column Parameter - a. : 
3 . . Gable Height Parameter - @ 
4 . Moment Coefficient - Q 
5. End Moments: Formulas for evaluating end moments, 
+ 2 
:=: - Q .. wL . lJ 
The number of horizontal rows is equivalent to the number of a. 
values for which the frame was analyzed, and the number of vertical 
columns corresponds to the number of 13 values for which the frame 
9 
was analyzed. Each. curve plotted on a chart corresponds to a value 
of ~ . 
2. Steps of Procedul"e 
1. Select the table or charts for the case to be investigated 
\ 
and adjust the symbols to those shown. 
2. Determine the values of a. and ~ as indicated. 
3 .. Determine the moment coefficient Q by the use of a. and 
~ previously evaluated. 
4 .. Determine end moments by the use of the formulas given. 
' 
3. Interpolation 
The tables can be utilized very efficiently if a. and ~ have 
10 
values that are tabulated, but the charts lend themselves more readily 
to interpolation. Quite accurate results can be obtained by linear 
interpolation from either the tables or charts as will be shown in the 
examples. 
TWO SP AN FRAME 
L I I 
• 




1 2 3 
I I I 
-
1\ rt 0 0 j I I 
Q 1?. 
~ o. 1 0.2 0.3 
0.2 .. 06554 • 05887 • 05155 
0.4 . 05757 • 05838 • 05752 
0.5 • 05327 • 05523 • 05598 
0.6 • 04918 • 05190 .05361 
o. 7· .04601 • 04870 • 05096 
o. 81 • 04300 • 04575 . 04831 









0.4 o. 5 I~ 
• 04511 • 039fl~ 0.2 
. 05556 • 05299 0.4 
. 05568 • 05456 o. 5 
. 05445 . 05448 10, 6 
• 05258 • 05347 0.7 
• 05043 . 05194 0.8 
. 04603 . 04829 1. 0 
TABLE A-2 
M12 = -Q12 x wL 2 
M21 = +Q21 x wL 2 
Q21 
o. 1 0.2 0.3 0.4 
• 06766 .05141 . 04123 . 03477 
• 08542 . 07391 . 06389 . 05555 
• 09037 • 08081 • 07182 . 06375 
. 09411 • 08608 • 07809 . 07055 
• 09706 . 09021 . 08314 • 07618 
. 09947 . 09355 . 08726 . 08088 








. 08275 I-' 
I-' 
THREE SP AN FRAME 
I 1 I 1 ! l I I I 1 
~ ?"' 3-....; ~ 1 
I , I 
I 
I .. 
0 I I 0 0 I ~ 
l ! iL ~ j · L 
Q12 
;( o. 1 0.2 0,3 
0.2 • 07076 . 06329 . 05451 
0,4 • 06153 . 06337 . 06250 
0.5 . 05689 . 05990 • 06101 
0.6 . 05283 . 05627 . 05849 
0.7 . 04929 . 05284 , 05564 
0.8 • 04621 . 04969 05280 
1. 0 . 04108 • 04430 . 04755 
:BENT GIRDERS . 
'' t • 








• 046 99 ; , 04095. 0. 2 . 
. 06002 • . 0~ 67 4 0.4 
-· 
• 06058 . 05904 0.5 
. 05946 . 05932 0, 6 
' 
' ... 
• 05752 . 05844 0.7 
• 05525 • 05690 0.8 
. 05055 . 05307 1. 0 
TABLE A-3 
M12 = -Q12 x wL 2 
M21 = +Q21 x wL 2 
2 
M23 = -Q23 x wL 
2 
M20 = +Q20 x wL 
Q21 
o. 1 0,2 0.3 0.4 
. 05978 . 04235 • 03342 . 02866 
. 07924 . 06592 . 05489 . 046 37 
. 08396 . 07314 . 06 318 . 05458 
• 08719 . 07838 . 06967 • 06156 
• 08951 . 08225 • 07472 . 06732 
. 09123 • 08517 . {)78·67 . --07203 










. 07356 I-' N 
TABLE A ... $.ICONTINUED) 
Q23 Q20 I~ o. 1- I 0~2 . t o. 3 I o. 4 I o. 5 I~ o. 1 0.2 0,3 0.4 0.5 
_, o; 2 I • 0-662-3 I . ff5U14 
o~ 4 I . 07809 I •. 06912 
o. 5 I . 08068. I • 07383 
o. 6 I . 08251 I. 07711 
01..-tt I · • os'3i~J ~ 07952 
. ff3912 I . 03329 I. 02923 
• 06032. I • 05260 I. 04625 
. 06658 I • 05.961_ I. 053f5 
• 01112 I . 06501, I. 05919 
o. 2 I+. 00645 ±~~007791 +. 00630 I +. oo46~ +. 00329 
" 
o. 4 '""• 00115 +. 00320 +. 00543 · +, 0-0623 +. 00620 
o. 5 .... 00328 +. 00069 +. 00340 +. 00503 +. 00579 
0,, 6 ~ •. 00468 -.. 00127 +, 00145 +. 0034£ +. 00476 
• 07450 1 • 06e20 1. off3'9T ·· 110. 1 1 :... 00559 1 .... 002131 -. 00022 1 +. 001Ba +. 00348 
o.8 I o.a5o5 1.os_1~_7_ I .011:u.1 I .0~249 1.06772 110.8 1 .... 00618 I .... 003ao1-.00156I +.0004~.+.00216 
1. 0'1 • 08681 I • 08408 • 08086 I . 07726 I. 07343 1. o I~. 00678 I ""'• 005131 ..... 00345 I "'", 0011a --. 00013 
I-' 
U,) 
FOUR SP AN FRAME/ BENT GIRDERS TABLE A-4 
L l l _ l I ! 1 l l J 1 1 l 1 1 1 J =:J.w 
~"-/~"-/~"-/~ IBL r 1 · · 
1 
1r2 ·· ,rs - 4lr - 5 
I ~ i .. I 
aL 
M12 = ""Q12 x wL2 
- 2 M21 - +Q21 x wL 
M23 = -Q23 x wL2 I :I 
- 2 M20 - +Q20 x wL 
- 2 M32 - +Q32 x wL 
: JL uo uo O LI O 0-l 2 L 2 IL l L l LI 
\ 
Q12 Q21 
~ o. 1. 0.2 o. 3 0.4 0.5 ~· o. 1 0.2 0.3 0,4 
o. 2 I. 07502 I . 0661:5 I . 05603 • 04778 I . 04138 D. 2 I . 05367 I . 03662 . 02946 I . 02609 
1 o. 4 • 06438 • 06722 .• 06612 • 06295 • 05896 · 11 o. 4 I . 07628 I ,"06069 • 04891 • 04(),65 
,05776 ,04871 o. 5 • 05906 ~ 09334 I. 06476 
0,6 l.05448 , 059tab I • 06204 
0.71.05056 • 05529 ,I • 05886 
o. 8 I. 04715 • 05174 11. 05564 
1. 0 1. 04159 • 04569 I • 04971 
.06405 I .06198 o. 5 I . 08206 I. 06905 
.06310 I ,06270 o. 6 I • 08608 I. 07531 
. 96108 I . 06198 o. 7 I . 08904 I. 08005 
• 05859 I . 06044 11 o. 8 I . 09126 I· 08369 
• 05332 I • 05626 1. o I . 09441 I. 08886 
; 06509 I . 05609 
• 01101 I . 06249 
• 07577 • 06792 








• 06977 I-' 
.i:,. 
' Q23 
X o. 1 0.2 o. 3 
. o. 2 .06846 • 05078 • :039~J;i 
0.4 • 08068 • 07121 • 06156 
0.5 • 08336 • 07626 • 06835 
o. 6 . 08534 • 07977 .07327 
0.7 . 08693 . 08238 . 07696 
0.8 . 08824 • 08442 . 07982 
1. 0 • 09035 . 08749 • 08399 
~ 
0.2 






TABLE A.;:4: (pONTINU.$D) 
0.4 0.5 ·.~ o. 1 
• 013301, '. 02898 0.2 +.01479 
.05315 • 04635 0.4 +.00440 
. 06069 ~. 05388 0.5 +.00130 
• 06656 . 06017 o. 6 .... 00074 
• 07113 . • 06531 o. 7 "-,00211 
I 
.07474 . 06949 0.8 -.00302 
. 08002 .07576 1. 0 .;,., 00406 
• Q~') 
o. 1 0.2 0,3 0,4 
• 05709 • 03938 • 03066 • 02637 
• 07176 • 06024 • 04990 • 04184 
, 07426 . 06571 • 05692 - ,04904 
.07561 • 06920 . 06203 • 05493 
• 07636 • 07146 . 06569 • 05955 
• 07674 • 07395 • 06830 • 06310 






































TWO SPAN FRAME 
\ 
BENT GIRDERS CHART A.,20 
I 
w:Ck I ~ ·I I I ! J 
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. •r-1 
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Column Parameter - a. 
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THREE. SPAN FRAME 
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Column Parameter = a 
BENT GIRDERS 
... 1.-
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0.8 1. 0 
CHART A-32 
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FOUR SPAN FRAME BENT GIRDERS 
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Column Parameter ~ a, 
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Column Parameter = «1. 
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PART IV 
ILL US TRA TIVE EXAMPLES 
Two examples are cited: one having values of a and 13 that 
correspond to those in the tables an.d one that will illustrate the use of 
moment coefficients obtained by, interpolation. The flexural rigidity 
EI is assumed to be constant for all members. All values are given in 
feet, kips, or kip-feet. 
Example 1 
A three span gabled frame as shown in Fig. 3 will be analyzed 
by the tables and compared with the results obtained by moment distri-
bution. Values of Cl. and 13 are chosen to correspond to tabulated 
values. 
. a.L :: 20' 
0 0 0 0 
t L= 40
1 i 40 1 i 40U ~ 
Fig. 3 
Three Span Gabled Frame 
a = 0, 5 13 = 0.2 2 wL = 1600 
25 
26 
From Table A~3 Moment Distribution 
Ml2 = - . O 5990 X 1600 = - 95. 84 96.77 
M21 = + .07314 X 1600 ::;: +117.02 + 115.42 
M20 = + , 00069 X 1600 = + L 11 + . 53 
M23 = - .07383 X 1600 = - 118. 13 - 115.95 
Jhe difference in these results are due to the approximations 
made in the moment distribu.tion procedure. 
Example 2 
A four span gabled frame with dimensions and loads as shown in 
Fig. 4 is analyzed 2 . The tables and charts will be used for interpolation. 
1 5 
0 0 0 0 0 i L __ :: 4ou .40u ! 40_1 
Fig. 4 
Four Span Gabled Frame 
a = 0.475 13 = 0.15 2 .wL - 1216 
27 
Fro:i;n Charts A..,4 From Reference 2 -, 
.· ¥12 = "" . 0625 X 1216 :::: - 76. 00 - 76. 34 
M21 "" + . 0738 X 1216 = +89.74 + 89. 73 
M~O = + . 0050 X 1216 = + 6.08 + 6.55 
M~3 = - • 0789 X 1216 = ... 95. 94 - 96. 27 
M32 = + .0690 X 1216 = + 83. 90 + 84. 25 
,From Table A-4 
Ml2 = - .06235 X 1216 = - 75. 82 
M21 = + . 07379 X 1216 "" + 89. 73 
M20 ::,: + . 00506 X 1216 = + 6. 15 
M23 = "" . 07885 X 1216 = ~ 95. 88 
M32 = + . 06899 X 1216 = + 83. 89 
PART V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS. 
The primary objective of this study was to develop tables and 
charts for the preliminary analysis of continuous rigid frames with 
bent members. 
The slope-deflection Equations ( la) and (2a) were expressed in 
terms of the column and gable height parameters a. and 13 resulting 
in Equations ( lb) and (2b). From the.se equations and the conditions 
for statJc equilibrium, matrices for two,· three, and four span frames 
' 
were forrrmlated in. Tables 1, 2, and 3 respectively. 
The matrix constants were evaluated numerically for a. = 0. 2, 
0.4(0.1)0.8, l.Oand 13 = 0.1(0.1)0.5 andreadintotheIBM650 
digital computer with a program for solving simultaneous linear equations. 
The deformation equivalents obtained from the IBM 650 output were then 
used ih the slope=deflection equations to compute the moment coeffic:i.ents. · 
The use of these moment coefficients which are tabulated in 
tables and plotted on charts offer a fast and accurate method for com-
puting the end moments and should result in a considerable reduction in 
the time required for the preliminary analysis of this type structure. 
Two examples illustrating .the use of the tables and charts and 
comparing the results ~ith those obtained by other means are included. 
These tables and charts are applicable to symmetrical gabled 
frames having\: a c9nstant cross-section, columns pinned at their base, 
and a uniform load. 
28 
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